Paracord Dreamcatcher Necklace

This project used 5 ft of 425 paracord and 1 ft of micro cord.

Insert paracord through a key ring or round hoop leaving 12 to 15 inches.

Bring long end of cord over and through the key ring.

Continue wrapping the cord around the ring until it is completely covered.

Bring both ends together and tie with an overhand knot.

Tie a piece of micro or nano cord to the top of the hoop using a square knot.

Bring the free end of micro cord over then behind the ring and up through the space shown.
Continue five or six times around the hoop.

Repeat by bringing the micro cord down through each gap as shown and over the other end.

Continue until you reach the last gap.

On the last gap, tie the end off with an overhand knot.

Pull tight and snip the end.

Create an adjustable necklace by tying an overhand knot over opposite ends as shown.